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Abstract

We define the class ofgeared (fuzzy) line graphsas the family of graphs obtained by repeated applica-
tions of the gear composition to a (fuzzy) line graphH. Using the decomposition theorem for claw-free
graphs of Chudnovsky and Seymour [2], we show that this classrepresents a large subclass of claw-free
graphs having stability number greater than3.

We provide a complete linear description of the stable set polytope of geared (fuzzy) line graphs. This
result gives the first positive answer to the longstanding open question of finding a defining linear system
for the stable set polytope of claw-free graphs which are notquasi-line [10]. Furthermore, it opens the
possibility of designing a polyhedral algorithm for solving the stable set problem in claw-free graphs,
possibly computationally more effective than the existingones of complexityO(n6).

Key words: stable set polytope, graph composition, claw-free graphs.
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1. Introduction

Let P ⊆ Rn be a polyhedron; a linear systemAx ≤ b is said to bedefiningfor P if P = {x ∈ RV
+ :

Ax ≤ b}. The facet defining inequalities(facets, for short) forP are those inequalities that constitute
the unique (up to positive multiplications) nonredundant defining linear system ofP . Givenc ∈ Rn,
theoptimization problemoverP consists of finding the maximum value ofcT x for x ∈ P . So, finding
the defining linear system forP is equivalent to transform the original optimization problem into the
linear programmax{cT x : Ax ≤ b}. Givenx∗ ∈ Rn, theseparation problemoverP is the problem of
finding an inequality valid for all points ofP and violated byx∗, or proving thatx∗ ∈ P . A well-known
result of Grötschel, Lovász and Schrijver [10] states that the existence of a polynomial time algorithm to
optimize overP , for anyc ∈ Rn, is equivalent to the existence of a polynomial time separation algorithm
overP , for anyx∗ ∈ Rn. In practice, a consequence of this result is that a defining linear system forP
may be dynamically determined by solving the optimization problem with respect to different objective
functions. Therefore, a large accepted conjecture in the Combinatorial Optimization community is that if
there exists a polynomial time algorithm to optimize over a polyhedronP , then an explicit description of
the defining linear system ofP can also be found. Only for very few known problems [3] this conjecture
is still open and one of them is the stable set problem for claw-free graphs.

Given a graphG = (V,E) and a vectorw ∈ QV
+ of node weights, thestable set problemis the problem

of finding a set of pairwise nonadjacent nodes(stable set)of maximum weight. Letα(G,w) denote the
maximum weight of a stable set ofG; we refer toα(G) = α(G,1) (1 being the vector of all ones) as
the stability numberof G. The stable set polytope, denoted bySTAB(G), is the convex hull of the
incidence vectors of the stable sets ofG. Since the stable set problem isNP -hard, it is unlikely to find
a defining linear system ofSTAB(G) for general graphs. Nevertheless there are classes of graphs for
which such systems are known, as bipartite graphs, line graphs [4], series-parallel graphs [12], perfect
graphs. For all these classes of graphs, the weighted stableset problem is polynomial time solvable and
an explicit linear description ofSTAB(G) is known.

Claw-free graphs are those graphs such that the neighborhood of each node has no stable set of size
three. There exist polynomial time algorithms for solving the maximum weight stable set problem on a
claw-free graph [13, 14] but, despite many research efforts[8, 9, 11, 16] and many disproved conjectures
[9, 6], a linear description of the stable set polytope of claw-free graphs is still unknown. Finding such
a defining linear system is the first step towards the design ofa new algorithm for claw-free graphs,
possibly computationally more effective than the existingones (the algorithm in [13] isO(|V |7) and the
one in [14] isO(|V |6)).

The recent work of Chudnovsky and Seymour [2] on the structure of claw-free graphs settled new
directions to investigate the problem of finding a defining linear system forSTAB(G) whenG is claw-
free. In this paper we consider the set of claw-free graphs with stability number greater 3, denoted byC.
A graph is quasi-line if the neighborhood of each node can be partitioned into two cliques (this implies
that a quasi-line graph is claw-free); we denote byQ the set ofquasi-linegraphs with stability number
greater than 3. Clearly,Q ⊆ C. In [1] Chudnovsky and Seymour proved that the setQ is partitioned into
two sets:Qℓ ((fuzzy) line graphs) andQc ((fuzzy) circular interval graphs). Then they showed that any
graph inC either belongs toQc or it can be obtained by composing three types of graphs, called (fuzzy)
strips.

A defining linear system forSTAB(G) was given by Chudnovsky and Seymour [1] whenG ∈ Qℓ

and by Eisenbrand et al. [5] whenG ∈ Qc. It remains open the problem of finding a linear description
for STAB(G) whenG ∈ C \ Qc. Here we consider the classXX of graphs obtained by composing
only two types of strips: (fuzzy) linear interval strips andXX-strips. From [2],XX ⊆ C \ Qc and the
situation is illustrated in Fig. 1.

In this paper we provide a linear description ofSTAB(G) whenG ∈ XX . To this aim we use a graph
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Figure 1: The classC

starting from a given graphH and substituting an edge ofH with the fixed graph (gear) shown in Fig. 2.

The gear composition produces new facets for the stable set polytope [6], calledgeared inequalities,
which play an important role in solving the problem of findinga linear description forSTAB(G) when
G ∈ XX . Here, we prove that any graph inG ∈ XX can be built from a graph inQℓ via the gear
composition and then we show that a defining linear system forSTAB(G) consists of:rank inequalities,
(lifted) 5-wheel inequalities and (lifted) geared inequalities.

We now introduce some notations and basic definitions. We denote byG any graph with node setVG

and edge setEG. Given a vectorβ ∈ Rm and a subsetS ⊆ {1, . . . ,m}, defineβS ∈ R|S| as the
subvector ofβ restricted on the indices ofS andβ(S) =

∑
i∈S βi. Given a subsetS ⊆ {1, . . . ,m}, we

denote byxS ∈ Rm the incidence vector ofS.

A linear inequality
∑

j∈VG
πjxj ≤ π0 is valid for STAB(G) if it holds for all x ∈ STAB(G). For

short, we also denote a linear inequalityπT x ≤ π0 as(π, π0). A rank inequalityhasπ ∈ {0, 1}|VG|.

We denote byδ(v) the set of edges ofG havingv as endnode and byN(v) the set of nodes ofVG

adjacent tov. We also denote byG \ A the subgraph ofG induced byVG \ A whereA ⊆ VG and by
G − e (G + e) the subgraph ofG obtained by removing (adding) the edgee.

A k-hole Ck = (v1, v2, . . . , vk) is a chordless cycle of lengthk. A k-antiwheelW = (h : Ck)
is a graph consisting of ak-antihole Ck and a nodeh (hub of W ) adjacent to every node ofCk. If
k = 5, thenC5 is isomorphic toC5 and we refer toW as a5-wheel. The inequality

∑5
i=1 xvi

+
2xh ≤ 2 is facet defining forSTAB(W ) and it is called5-wheel inequality. A claw is 3-antiwheel
denoted by(y : w1, w2, w3), wherey is the hub of the claw. Agear B is a graph of eight nodes
{a, b1, b2, c, d1, d2, h1, h2} such thatW1 = (h1 : a, d1, b1, c, h2) andW2 = (h2 : a, d2, b2, c, h1) are
5-wheels (see Fig. 2); moreover, the edges of these wheels arethe only edges ofB.

Figure 2: The gear with nodesa, b1, b2, c, d1, d2, h1, h2.

In Section 2, we recall the definition ofgear compositionand some of its polyhedral properties. In
Section 3, we show that the graphs inXX can be built by iteratively applying the gear composition to
a graph ofQℓ. Finally, in Section 4 we provide a defining linear system forthe stable set polytope of
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2. Gear composition

An edgev1v2 of a graphH is said to besimplicial if K1 = N(v1) \ {v2} andK2 = N(v2) \ {v1} are
cliques ofH and bothK1 \K2 andK2 \K1 are nonempty. Notice thatK1 andK2 might have nonempty
intersection.

Definition 2.1. Let H = (VH , EH) be a graph with a simplicial edgev1v2 and letB = (VB , EB) be a
gear. Thegear compositionof H andB produces a new graphG = (H,B, v1v2), calledgeared graph,
such that:

VG = VH \ {v1, v2} ∪ VB,
EG = EH \ (δ(v1) ∪ δ(v2)) ∪ EB ∪ F1 ∪ F2, whereFi = {diu, biu|u ∈ Ki} for i = 1, 2.

A sketch of how the gear composition works is shown in Fig. 3.

(a) (b)

Figure 3: (a) A graphH with a simplicial edgev1v2; (b) The geared graphG = (H,B, v1v2).

Definition 2.2. Let H = (VH , EH) be a graph containing the simplicial edgev1v2 and let(π, π0) be
a valid inequality forSTAB(H) such thatπv1

= πv2
= λ > 0. Let B = (VB , EB) be a gear and

G = (H,B, v1v2) a geared graph. Then the inequalities

⋄
∑

i∈VH\{v1,v2}

πixi + λ
∑

i∈VB\{h1,h2}

xi + 2λ(xh1
+ xh2

) ≤ π0 + 2λ (1)

⋄
∑

i∈VH\{v1,v2}

πixi + λ
∑

i∈VB\A

xi ≤ π0 + λ (2)

where A ∈ {{b1, c}, {b2, c}, {d1, a}, {d2, a}, {a, c}}

are calledgeared inequalitiesassociated with(π, π0). The unique geared inequality that is full support
onVB is (1) and it will be calledproper geared inequality.

Definition 2.3. Let He be a graph obtained fromH = (VH , EH) by subdividing the simplicial edge
e = v1v2 with a nodet. An inequality(π, π0) which is valid forSTAB(He) is said to beg-liftable (with
respect tov1v2) if πv1

= πv2
= πt = λ > 0.

Definition 2.4. Let G = (H,B, v v ) be a geared graph and (π, π ) a g-liftable inequality. Then the
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⋄
∑

i∈VH\{v1,v2}

πixi + λ
∑

i∈VB

xi ≤ π0 + λ, (3)

⋄
∑

i∈VH\{v1,v2}

πixi + λ
∑

i∈VB\A

xi ≤ π0 (4)

where A ∈ {{b1, c, b2, h1, h2}, {d1, a, d2, h1, h2}}

are calledg-lifted inequalitiesassociated with(π, π0). The unique g-lifted inequality that is full support
onVB is (3) and it will be calledproper g-lifted inequality.

In [7], we showed how the gear composition affects the stableset polytope of a geared graphG =
(H,B, e). More precisely, we proved that the linear description ofSTAB(G) is completely determined
by the linear description ofSTAB(H) andSTAB(He). In fact, we have that:

Theorem 2.5. Let G = (H,B, e) be a geared graph. Then the stable set polytopeSTAB(G) is de-
scribed by the following linear inequalities:

• clique-inequalities,

• (lifted) 5-wheel inequalities,

• geared inequalities associated with facet defining inequalities ofSTAB(H) having nonzero coef-
ficient on the endnodes ofe,

• g-lifted inequalities associated with facet defining inequalities ofSTAB(He) having nonzero co-
efficient on the endnodes ofe,

• facet defining inequalities ofSTAB(H) having zero coefficient on the endnodes ofe.

This result implies that, ifH andHe “well behave” with respect to the stable set problem (meaning
that there exists a defining linear system for their stable set polytopes) then the geared graphs obtained
from H do the same. In the following we will extend some of the polyhedral properties of the gear
composition in order to prove that a large subclass of claw-free graphs well behave with respect to the
stable set problem.

3. Geared (fuzzy) line graphs

In 2004, Chudnovsky and Seymour proved that claw-free graphs with stability number greater than3
that are not quasi-line are obtained by composing only threekinds of graphs, called(fuzzy) strips. One
kind of strips, the(fuzzy) linear interval strips, is used to generate quasi-line graphs while the other two
kinds of strips, the(fuzzy)XX-strips and the(fuzzy) antihat-strips, contain5-wheels and so, they are
used to generate claw-free graphs that are not quasi-line.

This structure suggests the idea that claw-free graphs which are not quasi-line and have stability num-
ber greater than3 might not be so distant from line graphs in terms of polyhedral description of their
stable set polytope. In the following sections we give an evidence of this fact by showing that a defining
linear system for the stable set polytope ofalmost allclaw-free graphs inC \Qc is built starting from the
defining linear system of the stable set polytope of line graphs.

Before stating the decomposition theorem of Chudnovsky andSeymour we recall some of their defi-
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Definition 3.1. A strip (G, a, b) consists of a claw-free graphG together with two designated simplicial
verticesa, b called theendsof the strip. Two strips can be composed as follows: letA andB be the nodes
of G\{a, b} adjacent inG to a andb respectively, and defineA′ andB′ similarly. Take the disjoint union
of G \ {a, b} andG′ \ {a′, b′}; and letH be the graph obtained from this by adding all possible edges
betweenA andA′ and betweenB andB′.

Definition 3.2. A homogeneous pair of cliquesin G is a pair (A,B) such that:

• A andB are cliques inG andA ∩ B = ∅,

• |A| ≥ 2 or |B| ≥ 2,

• no vertex ofG \ (A ∪ B) has both a neighbour and a non-neighbour inA, and the same inB.

Definition 3.3. LetT be a graph with vertex set{u1, . . . , u13} and with adjacency as follows.(u1, . . . , u6)
is a hole ofG of length6. Next,u7 is adjacent tou1, u2; u8 is adjacent tou4, u5; u9 is adjacent to
u6, u1, u2, u3; u10 is adjacent tou3, u4, u5, u6, u9; u11 is adjacent tou3, u4, u6, u1, u9, u10; u12 is ad-
jacent tou2, u3, u5, u6, u9, u10; u13 is adjacent tou1, u2, u4, u5, u7, u8. LetX ⊆ {u11, u12, u13}; then
the strip(T \ X,u7, u8) is called anXX-strip.

We can now state the decomposition theorem of Chudnovsky andSeymour; the decomposition in-
volves the antihat strips, but we omit their definition sincethey will never be used in the following.

Theorem 3.4. [2] For every claw-free graphG with α(G) ≥ 4, if G does not admit a1-join and there
is no homogeneous pair of cliques inG, then eitherG is a circular interval graph, orG is a composition
of linear interval strips,XX-strips, and antihat strips.

Since graphs containing homogeneous pair cannot be represented with the above strips, Chudnovsky
and Seymour were forced to introduce the concept offuzzyness[2] and to give a “fuzzy” version of the
above theorem were all the strips are fuzzy strips. Since thefuzzyness is a very technical concept we do
not go into the detail of its definition (we refer the interested reader to [2]). To our purpose it suffices to
observe that (fuzzy) linear interval strips are quasi-linegraphs and to refer to a quasi-line graph that is a
composition of (fuzzy) linear interval strips as a(fuzzy) line graphs. Recall that the class of (fuzzy) line
graphs is denoted byQℓ and the class of (fuzzy) circular interval graphs is denotedbyQc.

It is worth noticing that the fuzzyness does not have much relevance from the polyhedral point of view.
This was already noticed by Chudnovsky and Seymour who proved that:

Theorem 3.5. [1] If G is a (fuzzy) line graph, thenSTAB(G) is described by the Edmonds’ inequalities.

And it was further confirmed by the work of Eisenbrand et al. on(fuzzy) circular inteval graphs.

Lemma 3.6. [5] Let F be a facet ofSTAB(G) whereG is a fuzzy circular interval graph. ThenF is
also a facet ofSTAB(G′), whereG′ is a circular interval graph obtained fromG by removing some
edges.

By Theorem 3.4 and its “fuzzy” version, finding a linear description ofSTAB(G) for claw-free graphs
with α(G) ≥ 4 is equivalent to finding a linear description ofSTAB(G) for (fuzzy) circular interval
graphs, namely the graphs inQc, and for graphs that are composition of fuzzy linear interval strips,
XX-strips and antihat strips. Since the first case has been solved in [5], we focus our attention on the
graphs that are a
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We call these graphsXX-graphsand their family will be denoted asXX .
In the following we show that anyXX-graph can be obtained by iteratively applying the gear compo-

sition defined in Section 2 to a (fuzzy) line graph, i.e., a graph inQℓ. We start by showing that the gear
is a subgraph of anXX-strip.

Lemma 3.7. The graph obtained by composing a strip(G, v1, v2) with theXX-strip (T\{u11, u12, u13},
u7, u8) is a geared graph.

Proof. Rename the nodesa, b1, b2, c, d1, d2, h1, h2 of a gearB asu6, u2, u4, u3, u1, u5, u9, u10, re-
spectively. Thus, the strip composition of(G, v1, v2) and theXX-strip (T \ {u11, u12, u13}, u7, u8}),
as defined in Definition 3.1, corresponds to the gear composition of G′ = (VG, EG ∪ {v1v2}) and the
gearB. In fact, being the nodesv1 andv2 simplicial, we have that the edgev1v2 of G′ is simplicial. The
graph obtained by applying the above strip composition is precisely the geared graph(G′, B, v1v2).

As a consequence of the above lemma and Definition 3.3 we have that eachXX-strip composition
produces a geared graphG = (H,B, e) plus an extra setY of nodes which are properly adjacent toB.
This, together with Theorem 3.4, implies that a large numberof claw-free graphs can be seen as geared
graphs. We now prove that we can restrict ourselves to consider onlyXX-strips not containing nodeu13

since this node can be added using an appropriate linear interval strip.

Lemma 3.8. The class ofXX-graphs coincides with the subclass of claw-free graphs obtained by com-
position ofXX-strips of type(T \ {u13}, u7, u8) and (fuzzy) linear interval strips.

Proof. Let G be anXX-graph obtained by composing a strip(L, v1, v2) and anXX-strip (T \
X, v7, v8). Suppose thatu13 /∈ X. DefineL′ as the graph obtained fromL by adding two new nodes
v′1 andv′2 whose neighborhoods areN(v′i) = N(vi) ∪ {vi}, for i = 1, 2. Clearly,(L′, v′1, v

′
2) is a strip.

Moreover, letL′′ be obtained by composing(L′, v′1, v
′
2) with the linear interval strip(P, a0, b0) whereP

is the simple path(a0, u13, b0). Then(L′′, v1, v2) is also a strip. Finally, it is easy to check thatG may
also be obtained by composing(L′′, v1, v2) with theXX-strip (T \ (X ∪ {u13}), u7, u8}).

In order to show that the gear composition can be used to buildXX-graphs, we need to show that the
removal of a simplicial edge preserves the property of the graph of being (fuzzy) line.

Proposition 3.9. H is a (fuzzy) line graph with a simplicial edgee = v1v2 if and only if(H − e, v1, v2)
is a strip withH − e (fuzzy) line graph.

Proof. First we prove the “if” direction. It suffices to observe that H is obtained by composing the
strip (H − e, v1, v2) with a strip(P, a0, b0) consisting of a pathP = (a0, u1, u2, b0) and then rename
the nodesui asvi, i = 1, 2. To prove the other direction observe that a (fuzzy) line graph is actually a
quasi-line graph. Hence to prove thatH−e is a (fuzzy) line graph we must first show that it is quasi-line,
i.e., it contains neither a claw nor an odd-antiwheel. Suppose by contradiction thatH−e contains a claw
C. Since the only edge which was removed fromH is e = v1v2, we have thatC contains bothv1 and
v2. So,C = (y : v1, v2, w) with y ∈ K1 ∩K2 andw ∈ VH \ (K1 ∪K2 ∪{v1, v2}). Sincee is simplicial,
there exists a nodez1 ∈ K1 \ K2 and a nodez2 ∈ K2 \ K1. Thus,wzi ∈ EH , i = 1, 2, since otherwise
(y : v1, z2, w) or (y : v2, z1, w) would be claws inH, contradicting the hypothesis thatH is quasi-
line. Hence, the edgee belongs to the5-wheel(y : v1, v2, z2, w, z1) contained inH, contradicting the
hypothesis thatH is quasi-line. Similarly, it can be proved thatH − e does not contain odd-antiwheels
and so, it is a quasi-line graph. Thus, by the decomposition of quasi-line graphs in [1],H − e is either
a (fuzzy) line graph or a (fuzzy) circular interval graph. Since it is possible to prove that ifH − e is a
(fuzzy) circular interval graph, thenH is also a (fuzzy) circular interval graph, we have thatH − e is a
(fuzzy) line graph as claimed.

We now show that theXX-graphs admit a decomposition different from the strip decomposition: they
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Definition 3.10. Let B = (VB , EB) be a gear. An extended gearBY is a graph whose vertex set is
VB ∪ Y whereY ⊆ {u11, u12} and whose edge set isEB ∪ {u11d1, u11a, u11h1, u11h2, u11c, u11b2} ∪
{u12d2, u12a, u12h1, u12h2, u12c, u12b1} (see Fig. 4).

Figure 4: The extended gearBY with Y = {u11, u12}.

An extended gear compositionis a gear composition where the gearB is replaced byBY for some
Y ⊆ {u11, u12}.

Definition 3.11. LetH be a (fuzzy) line graph which is not a clique and letE∗
H be the set of its simplicial

edges. Ag-operationon e ∈ E∗
H is either an extended gear composition or an edge subdivision of e. A

graphG ∈ G∗
H if and only if

eitherG = H,

or G = (L,BY , e), whereL ∈ G∗
H , BY is an extended gear, ande ∈ E∗

H ∩ EL (i.e., e is a
simplicial edge ofH on which no g-operation has been performed),

or G = Le, whereL ∈ G∗
H ande ∈ E∗

H ∩ EL.

The graphs inG∗
H will be calledgeared (fuzzy) line graphs.

In the following we show that the geared (fuzzy) line graphs are exactly theXX-graphs, i.e.,G∗
H = XX .

Lemma 3.12. The geared (fuzzy) line graphs are theXX-graphs.

Proof. By Proposition 3.9 and Lemmas 3.7 and 3.8, it is trivial to see thatXX-graphs are geared
(fuzzy) line graphs. To prove the opposite, suppose by contradiction that there exists a graphG in G∗

H

which is not anXX-graph, withH being a (fuzzy) line graph. In particular, assumeG be obtained by
performing the smallest number ofg-operations. IfG = H then, by definition,H is anXX-graph.
Hence, eitherG = (L,BY , e) or G = Le, wheree = v1v2 is a simplicial edge ofH.

Suppose first thatG = Le. By the minimality ofG we know thatL is anXX-graph. Sincee is
simplicial it does not belong to anyXX-strip ofL. So, we can build a new graph̃L from L by replacing
eachXX-strip (T \ X, v1, v2) with the simple path(a0, v1, v2, b0). It follows that L̃ is a (fuzzy) line
graph and, by Proposition 3.9,L̃ − e is also a (fuzzy) line graph. Now we reconstructL − e from L̃ − e
by replacing the simple paths previously introduced with the correspondingXX-strips. ThusL − e is
obtained as a composition ofXX-strips and (fuzzy) linear interval strips, and so, it is anXX-graph.
SinceG is obtained by composing the strip(L − e, v1, v2) and(a, v′1, t, v

′
2, b) and renamingv′i asvi,

i = 1, 2, we have thatG is anXX-graph, as claimed.
Consider now the caseG = (L,BY , e). As above, we can prove thatL − e is anXX-graph. If we

add toB two nodesv′ andv′ adjacent tob , d andb , d , respectively, we have thatG is obtained by
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From the above results it follows that theXX-graphs can be built in two different ways: either using
the strip composition defined by Chudnovsky and Seymour in [2] or using the extended gear composition
defined in [6]. This result allows us to exploit the polyhedral properties of the gear composition to find a
linear description for the stable set polytope ofXX-graphs. This will be discussed in the next section.

4. Stable set polytope ofXX-graphs

In this section we consider the geared graphG = (H,BY , e) obtained as an extended gear composition
of the graphH and the extended gearBY , with Y ⊆ {u11, u12}.

Let (γ, γ0) be a non trivial facet defining inequality ofSTAB(G) which is not a clique or a (lifted)
5-wheel inequality. IfY = ∅ then, by Theorem 2.5,(γ, γ0) is one of the following inequalities:

• an inequality of type (1) or (2) associated with a facet ofSTAB(H);

• an inequality of type (3) or (4) associated with a facet ofSTAB(He);

• a facet ofSTAB(H).

We now show that the properties of the extended gear composition do not change substantially when
Y 6= ∅. In particular we prove that the above inequalitities can be“lifted” to the higher dimensional
space containingu11 andu12 using thesequential liftingprocedure [15] described in the following.

Let
∑

j∈VG\{v} πjxj ≤ π0 be a facet defining inequality ofSTAB(G\{v}). Then
∑

j∈VG\{v} πjxj +

πvxv ≤ π0 with πv = π0 − maxx∈STAB(G\N(v)) πT x is facet defining forSTAB(G). This procedure
can be iterated to generate facet defining inequalities, called lifted inequalities, in a higher dimensional
space.

We start finding the lifting coefficient ofu11 andu12 for inequalities (1), (2), (3), and (4).

Lemma 4.1. Let G = (H,BY , e) with Y = {u11} and (β, β0) be a geared inequality that is facet
defining forSTAB(G′), whereG′ = (H,B, e). If (β, β0) is of type (1), then the nodeu11 is lifted with
coefficientβu11

= λ. If (β, β0) is of type (2), then the nodeu11 is lifted with coefficientβu11
= λ if

A = {b1, c} or A = {d2, a}, andβu11
= 0 otherwise.

Proof. Let (πH , π0) be the original facet defining inequality forSTAB(H), thenβ0 = π0 + 2λ. By
definition of lifting

βu11
= π0 + 2λ − max

xS :S∩N(u11)=∅
βxS .

There exists a feasible tight solutionS for (πH , π0) such thatS ∩ (K2 ∪ {v2}) = ∅. Thus,v1 ∈ S
and S′ = S \ {v1} ∪ {b1, d2} is a stable set such thatβ(S′) = πH(S \ {v1}) + 2λ = π0 − λ +
2λ = π0 + λ. Therefore,βu11

≤ λ. Suppose now that there exists a feasible solutionxS such that
maxxS :S∩N(u11)=∅ βxS > π0 + λ and, consequently,βu11

< λ. Thenb1, d2 ∈ S, since otherwise
S ∪{h1} or S ∪{h2} are stable sets violating(β, β0). Therefore,S′ = S \{b1}∪{d1, c} is feasible and,
consequently,β(S′) = β(S) + λ > π0 + 2λ, a contradiction. Hence, the thesis follows. Using similar
arguments, the second part of the statement can proved.

The next lemma has a similar proof that we omit.

Lemma 4.2. Let G = (H,BY , e) with Y = {u11} and (β, β0) be a g-lifted inequality that is facet
defining forSTAB(G′), whereG′ = (H,B, e). If (β, β0) is of type (3), then the nodeu11 is lifted with
coefficientβu11

= λ. If (β, β0) is of type (4) then the nodeu11 is lifted with coefficientβu11
= 0.

The next lemma shows the lifting coefficientβu12
for geared and g-lifted inequalities once the nodeu11

has been already lifted. The proof is based on arguments thatare similar to the ones used in the previous
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Lemma 4.3. Let G = (H,B, e), G′ = (H,B{u11}, e), and G′′ = (H,B{u11,u12}, e). Moreover, let
(β′, β0) be a facet defining inequality forSTAB(G′), obtained by lifting the inequality(β, β0) of type
(1)÷ (4) on nodeu11. The lifting coefficientβu12

equals

• λ, if (β, β0) is a proper geared inequality (1) or a proper g-lifted inequality (3),

• 0, otherwise.

By symmetry, the results of Lemmas 4.1÷4.3 hold if we interchange the role ofu11 andu12.
However the extension of the gearB with the nodesu11 andu12 does generate not only inequalities

that are (sequential liftings of) inequalities defined in definitions 2.2 and 2.4. Indeed, new facet defining
inequalities appear. More precisely,

Theorem 4.4. Let G = (H,B, e), G′ = (H,B{u11}, e), andG′′ = (H,B{u11,u12}, e). Let (π, π0) be a
g-liftable facet defining inequality forSTAB(He), then

∑

i∈VH\{v1,v2}

πixi + λ(xd1
+ xu11

+ xb2) ≤ π0 (5)

is facet defining for bothSTAB(G′) andSTAB(G′′); moreover,

∑

i∈VH\{v1,v2}

πixi + λ(xb1 + xu12
+ xd2

) ≤ π0 (6)

is facet defining forSTAB(G′′).

Here we want to focus on a few remarks that will be useful to better understand the next results. First,
observe that the hubv1 of a 5-wheel can not be the endnode of a simplicial edgev1v2, sinceN(v1)\{v2}
is not a clique. This implies that geared and g-lifted inequalities associated with non negativity, rank, and
5-wheel inequalities have only coefficients 1 or 2. In particular, the extreme nodes of a simplicial edge,
have only coefficient 1. We now define recursively a new familyof inequalities:

An inequality(γ, γ0) ∈ G if and only if(γ, γ0) is (the sequential lifting of)

either a rank inequality,

or a 5-wheel inequality,

or a geared or a g-lifted inequality associated with an inequality in G.

Using definitions 2.2 and 2.4, and the fact that the gear composition does not produce new simplicial
edges, it is not difficult to see that any inequality inG has only coefficients 1 or 2. For the sake of
simplicity, from now on, we call geared inequalities the inequalities inG containing both coefficients1
and2 that are not (lifted) 5-wheel inequalities. Consider now the polyhedron

GSTAB(G) = {x ∈ RV
+| x satisfies G}. (7)

In [6] it was proved that ifG is a geared graph, thenSTAB(G) ⊆ GSTAB(G); moreover, a graphG
is said to beG-perfect if the equality holds. Theorem 2.5 states that, ifG = (H,B, e) is a geared graph,
then a defining linear system forSTAB(G) can be easily provided once we know a defining linear
system forSTAB(H) andSTAB(He). In other words,
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Using the results of Lemmas 4.1÷4.3 and Theorem 4.4, we can extend the above result to geared
(fuzzy) line graphs, i.e., graphs inG∗

H , as follows:

Theorem 4.6. Let H be a graph andE∗
H the set of its simplicial edges. LetHF be the graph obtained

from H by subdividing all the edges inF ⊆ E∗
H . If H andHF are G-perfect for anyF ⊆ E∗

H , then
every graphG ∈ G∗

H is G-perfect.

We now prove that the claw-free graphs inXX areG-perfect. More precisely we prove that

Theorem 4.7. If G is anXX-graph thenSTAB(G) is defined by the (sequential lifting of the) following
inequalities:

• rank inequalities,

• 5-wheel inequalities,

• geared inequalities.

Proof. By Lemma 3.12, the graphG is a geared (fuzzy) line graph, namely it belongs to the family
G∗

H whereH is a (fuzzy) line graph. By Proposition 3.9, the graphH − e is also a (fuzzy) line graph.
To obtainHe one just needs to compose(H − e, v1, v2) with the strip(P, a, b) whereP is the path
(a, u1, t, u2, b) and then renameui asvi, i = 1, 2. Hence,He is a (fuzzy) line graph and the same holds
for HF for any subsetF ⊆ E∗

H of simplicial edges ofH. By Theorem 3.5, we know thatSTAB(H)
andSTAB(HF ) are described only by rank-inequalities, i.e., the Edmonds’ inequalities [4], and so,H
andHF areG-perfect. Hence, by Theorem 4.6, every graphG ∈ G∗

H is G-perfect, i.e.,STAB(G) is
completely described by inequalities inG and the theorem follows.
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